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Synthetic Biology: Integrated
Gene Circuits
Nagarajan Nandagopal1 and Michael B. Elowitz2*
A major goal of synthetic biology is to develop a deeper understanding of biological design principles
from the bottom up, by building circuits and studying their behavior in cells. Investigators initially
sought to design circuits “from scratch” that functioned as independently as possible from the
underlying cellular system. More recently, researchers have begun to develop a new generation of
synthetic circuits that integrate more closely with endogenous cellular processes. These approaches are
providing fundamental insights into the regulatory architecture, dynamics, and evolution of genetic
circuits and enabling new levels of control across diverse biological systems.

Effects of Cellular Milieu on Synthetic
Gene Circuits
Does a synthetic circuit need to operate independently of its host to function reliably? Hasty and
co-workers recently constructed a simple transcriptional oscillator that exhibited regular self-sustained
oscillations in Escherichia coli. Their design, based
on previous theoretical work (10), consisted of
just two genes: an activator and a repressor. Expression of either gene could be enhanced by the
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Synthetic biology offers an alter- Fig. 1. A continuum of synthetic biology. Wild-type cells (A) can be subject to two basic types of synthetic manative bottom-up approach to un- nipulation. (B) Autonomous synthetic circuits, consisting of ectopic components, may be introduced into the cell. Such
derstanding biological circuits, based circuits process inputs and implement functions (orange arrows) separate from the endogenous circuitry (black).
on designing and constructing sim- However, unknown interactions with the host cell may affect their function (purple arrows). (C) An alternative is to
ple synthetic gene circuits from well- rewire (orange lines) the endogenous circuits themselves to have new connectivity. (D) Extending this line of synthetic
characterized genes and proteins and manipulation, synthetic circuits could be integrated into appropriately rewired endogenous circuitry to act as sensors
then analyzing their behavior in liv- and to implement additional functionality. Ultimate goals of this program are to be able to design and construct (E)
ing cells (1–5). It thus reflects a shift synthetic circuits that can functionally replace endogenous circuits or (F) fully autonomous circuits that operate
in genetic engineering from the level independently of the cellular mileu.
of an individual gene to the level of
a gene circuit. Over the last decade, synthetic ap- cellular circuitry or even functionally replace en- activator protein but blocked by the repressor
proaches have provided key insights into gene dogenous circuits. For example, early work dem- protein, as both were transcription factors. Small
onstrated a working bistable switch, as well as molecule inducers could be used to modulate the
circuit design principles (1–3, 6, 7).
This field began with the goal of creating self-sustaining oscillations (8, 9). The view was strength of these two transcription factors, enautonomous genetic circuits that could function that underlying cellular processes could be used abling “tuning” of circuit parameters. In individual
as independently as possible from endogenous to support the synthetic circuits, for example, by cell lineages, the oscillations were precise, with
providing gene expression machinery, but that sister cells remaining in phase for multiple periods.
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circuits—“from scratch”—that behave predictably and by the need to engineer synthetic systems that control central biological processes in
the host organism. Here, we discuss results that
show how fundamental biological understanding can be obtained at the interface between the
natural and the synthetic.

REVIEW

apparent discrepancy arose from two unexpected
sources: First, time delays inherent in the process
of gene expression, although much shorter than
the overall period of the oscillator and hence
initially ignored, were nevertheless critical for its
robust operation. The authors confirmed the importance of these delays by demonstrating that
even a one-gene synthetic oscillator based on autorepression could generate oscillations—albeit not
as strong, precise, or tunable as those in the twogene circuit (11) [see also (12, 13)].
Second, there was an unintended, but critical, interaction with host cell components: Both
the activator and repressor contained identical
destabilization sequences that targeted them for
proteolysis. High levels of either protein saturated
the proteolytic machinery and effectively stabilized both, causing an indirect posttranslational
coupling between the activator and repressor. This
coupling, a consequence of unintended interactions with the host, helped to reduce phase drifts
between the proteins and improved the precision
of the oscillator (14).
Although such unanticipated interactions are
often assumed to be disruptive, it is clear that
they may also play more supportive roles in the
functioning of synthetic circuits. More generally,
this result provokes the questions of how such
interactions can be identified and exploited to
improve synthetic circuit performance (15).
Rewiring Endogenous Gene Circuits
Many important genetic circuits are either incompletely understood or tightly integrated into
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larger genetic systems that control complex processes. Although replacing or reconstructing such
systems synthetically may be impractical, one
can in many cases modify (“rewire”) parts of
these circuits, providing insights into the design
principles of the natural circuit architecture.
For example, Çağatay et al. recently rewired
the Bacillus subtilis gene circuit that allows
individual cells to sporadically and transiently
differentiate into a genetically competent state,
where they can take up DNA from the environment (16). A core feedback module enables the
system to work in an excitable fashion, where
fluctuations (noise) stochastically trigger episodes
of competence (17). The system revolves around
the master transcription factor ComK, which is
sufficient to initiate and maintain competence but
which eventually brings about its own destruction
and exit from competence through a negativefeedback loop. In this loop, ComK indirectly represses expression of its stabilizing partner, ComS
(Fig. 2A). Exit from competence occurs when
ComS decreases to low levels, where it is more
susceptible to stochastic fluctuations, which explains the broad distribution of competence durations observed in a wild-type population.
But what if the negative-feedback loop were
structured the opposite way—if ComK activated
its own inhibitor, MecA (Fig. 2B), rather than
inhibiting expression of its activator, ComS (Fig.
2A)? In that case, competence exit would occur
at high MecA concentrations and therefore would
be less sensitive to noise (Fig. 2B). To test this
prediction, the negative-feedback loop was re-
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Fig. 2. Rewiring an endogenous gene circuit. (A) (Top) Part of the natural competence circuit from B. subtilis.
The MecA protease adaptor (assumed to be constant) degrades ComK; ComS inhibits this degradation and thus
is an indirect activator. ComK indirectly represses ComS. (Bottom) Exit from competence depends on returning
to low ComS levels. Noise in ComS (white region between red and blue curves, representing the extremes of the
distribution of ComS profiles in a population) is significant at such low levels. The resulting distribution in ComK
curves (red dashed and blue dashed)—and thus competence durations (vertical gray bar)—is wide. (B) (Top)
The rewired competence circuit: Here the activation and repression loops have been switched. Competence exit
occurs when MecA levels reach a high threshold. (Bottom) The resulting distribution of competence curves is
narrow because variability in MecA is relatively low at high MecA concentrations.
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wired to the alternative feedback architecture.
As predicted, the rewired cells exhibited much
greater precision in competence durations, while
functioning normally in other ways (16). Why
have cells evolved the inherently more variable
design? In this case, variability is functional: At low
external DNA concentrations, it allows some cells
to stay competent long enough to take up DNA,
while ensuring that other cells do not stay in the
slow-growing competent state longer than necessary when DNA concentrations are high (16, 18).
Such rewiring can also provide insight into
higher organisms, where circuit diagrams are
complex and incomplete. For example, Lahav
and co-workers recently rewired regulatory circuitry surrounding the mammalian tumor suppressor p53, which plays a central role in cancer
and cell cycle regulation. In response to damaging radiation, the endogenous circuit displays
sustained oscillations. With the rewired circuit,
the authors showed how different features of the
circuit, especially its feedbacks, tune the amplitude,
frequency, and damping of p53 responses (19).
Rewiring Signal Transduction
A set of core signaling pathways allows cells to
send, receive, and process information from the
environment and other cells. Signaling pathways
have undergone considerable diversification
during evolution. Several synthetic experiments
have exploited the evolutionary plasticity of signaling pathways to gain basic insights into their
structure and mode of diversification and to elucidate their signal-processing capabilities.
Modifying signaling specificity. Mitogenactivated protein kinase (MAPK) pathways integrate information from a wide range of growth
factors and other pathways and activate specific
classes of targets. These input-output connections
have changed over evolution. How is specificity
encoded in these proteins, and can we learn to
reprogram it?
Pioneering work from Lim and co-workers
demonstrated that specificity could be rewired by
modifying the scaffold proteins (illustrated in Fig.
3B) that bring together multiple MAPK components (20). Even with scaffolds, however, MAP
kinases still require correct molecular recognition for specific phosphorylation of substrates.
To understand and reprogram these specificities,
Mody et al. analyzed MAPKs from four different
families, including orthologs of the yeast MAPKs
Hog1 (high osmolarity) and Fus3 (mating), across
diverse eukaryotic species (21). They identified
distinct patches on the protein surface that had
residues that were variable across families, but
conserved within the same family, and that may
determine interaction specificity. They reasoned,
for example, that a residue in Hog1 that is conserved in its orthologs is likely to be important for
the functioning of the pathway but can only be
responsible for the interaction specificity of Hog1
if it differs in other families, such as Fus3.
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Fig. 3. Diversifying signaling pathways through rewiring. (A) Sequence correlations among proteins from a
large family (left, SCA, also see text) can be used to identify interacting subdomains (right). Interaction
specificity can be altered by rewiring scaffolds (B) or by shuffling specificity-determining domains or subdomains (C). The dynamic behavior of a pathway can be modified by (D) introducing new autoregulatory
connections or by (E) altering regulation directly at the protein level by generating new combinations of
catalytic and regulatory protein domains.
They synthesized a library of 64 Fus3-Hog1
hybrid proteins by dividing the primary sequence
of each protein into six putative specificitydetermining segments, with each synthetic protein incorporating one of the two variants for
each segment. The library was highly enriched
for functional proteins capable of rerouting signaling specificity (21) (Fig. 3C). For example,
some variants activated the same pathway in
response to either input; others activated both
pathways in response to one input.
Similar questions occur in prokaryotes, which
rely heavily on two-component systems for sig-
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naling. In the canonical two-component system,
a sensor histidine kinase (HK) phosphorylates a
corresponding response regulator (RR). Tens or
even hundreds of such systems can occur in a single genome, and interactions are highly specific,
with one HK almost always signaling to one RR
(22). It had long remained unclear whether and
how it would be possible to rationally and systematically reengineer their specificity.
To address these issues, Skerker et al. used
statistical coupling analysis (SCA). SCA quantitatively examines evolutionary correlations between amino acid positions, by assuming that
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pairs of amino acids that functionally interact
with each other are more likely to covary during
evolution (23). Applying SCA to an alignment
of many HK-RR sequence pairs and taking advantage of existing structural data, they identified potential specificity-determining residues
in covarying patches on the interacting protein
surfaces (Fig. 3A). By systematically mutating
these residues in one HK to the corresponding
amino acids in another HK, they created a new
highly specific HK-RR pair (23). Evidently, these
proteins have evolved an economical structure,
where specificity determinants are concentrated
into relatively compact regions of the proteins,
facilitating functional diversification through
minimal sequence evolution. More generally, evolutionary information is proving to be a powerful
tool both for addressing fundamental questions in
structural biology, such as the mechanisms of
allostery (24), and for engineering new protein
components for synthetic biology.
Programming signaling dynamics. Signaling
pathways are characterized not just by their molecular interactions but also by their response dynamics. Recently, Peisajovich et al. showed that
new signaling responses could be efficiently
generated by systematically shuffling regulatory
and catalytic domains within the yeast mating
pathway (25). For example, in a 66-protein library containing domains from 11 yeast matingpathway proteins, they observed several variants
that exhibited qualitative changes in the mating
pathway response dynamics (Fig. 3E). Remarkably, 6 out of the top 10 variant strains created
by domain recombination mated more efficiently than wild type (25).
Feedback loops strongly modulate response
dynamics in several pathways. In order to understand the role of feedback, Bashor et al. (26) rewired the yeast MAPK pathway by genetically
modifying the scaffold protein to recruit positive or
negative modulators. By expressing these modulators under the control of the pathway itself, they
were able to create a variety of feedback structures,
whose strength could be controlled with competing “decoy” proteins. The scaffold thus became a
versatile synthetic “signal hub” that integrated regulatory information from multiple sources. A slew
of nonnative dynamic responses, from adaptation
to ultrasensitivity, could be generated by modulating the strength, timing, and sign of these synthetic feedbacks (Fig. 3D) (26).
Deciphering signal encoding. Feedback, crosstalk, and the induction of dramatic cellular changes
like differentiation make signaling difficult to
study in natural contexts. To circumvent this problem, researchers have begun to transplant signaling pathways from one organism to another
and to divert the outputs of signaling pathways
away from their native targets to reporter genes
that permit quantitative readouts.
For instance, MAPK pathways display diverse behaviors, ranging from graded responses
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Fig. 4. An integrated synthetic circuit controls development and population
dynamics. (A) In Drosophila, the synthetic Medea element (top) maternally
expresses an miRNA (red) that silences a maternally expressed gene whose
product is essential for embryogenesis (left column). Eggs from female flies
mutant for this gene do not hatch (middle column). The Medea element also
(25) to ultrasensitivity (27), in different contexts.
To better understand this physiological plasticity,
O’Shaughnessy et al. ported into yeast the core
mammalian cascade, comprising the three kinases Raf, MAPK kinase, and ERK (extracellular
signal–regulated kinase, a type of MAPK) (28).
They also modified the upstream kinase Raf to
make it directly controllable by b-estradiol. This
system showed that ultrasensitivity was an inherent feature of the cascade and that the sharpness
and amplitude of the ultrasensitive response could
be independently controlled simply by varying
the relative concentrations of kinase components.
Thus, the core MAPK cascade acts as a tunable
amplifier, whose behavior can be modulated by
the cell to generate diverse responses (28).
In the Notch pathway, which is normally under elaborate regulation, diverting signaling has
provided qualitative insights that would have been
difficult or impossible to obtain in native systems.
The membrane-bound Notch receptor and its ligand Delta together enable direct communication
between neighboring cells in developmental patterning processes (29). Previous work showed that
Delta inhibits Notch in its own cell, but activates
Notch on neighboring cells (30). Activation involves the release of the cleaved Notch intracellular domain, which translocates to the nucleus
to activate target genes (31).
To understand how Notch output depends on
ligand levels in its own cell and neighboring cells,
Sprinzak et al. sought to reconstruct the signal-

contains a rescue gene that is expressed only in the early embryo. The Medea
element may also accommodate a cargo gene that is expressed in Medea
progeny (right column). (B) Progeny of female Medea-positive flies will only
survive if they receive the Medea element from either parent. (C) This superMendelian inheritance pattern can efficiently drive Medea into populations.

ing pathway from the bottom up (32). They incorporated Notch-Gal4 hybrid receptors, which
activate engineered nonnative target genes in response to signals (31), and analyzed their activation in individual cells. These studies revealed that,
because of inhibitory interactions between Notch
and Delta in the same cell, the pathway acts like
a “walkie-talkie,” allowing cells to send or receive signals but not both at the same time. This
property could facilitate many Notch-dependent
developmental patterning processes, by helping
to enforce sharp distinctions between neighboring cells (33).
Toward Functional Replacement
Could complicated endogenous circuits eventually be replaced by controllable synthetic counterparts that have altered functionality (Fig. 1E)?
Coudreuse and Nurse took a step in this direction by replacing much of the eukaryotic cell
cycle control network with a single gene (34).
Although much is known about regulation of
cell cycle progression, the specific roles of many
components, as well as aspects of the overall logic
of the system, remain unclear. Working in fission
yeast, Coudreuse and Nurse began by systematically deleting many of the regulatory components
associated with the cell cycle, including the single
cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) and all the cyclins
known to interact with it. In this background, they
expressed a cyclin-CDK fusion protein, under the
control of the endogenous cyclin promoter. This
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minimal replacement was sufficient to drive the
cell cycle, from G1 through S, G2 and M, with no
observable differences from the wild type under
laboratory conditions.
To understand how the cell executes different
cell cycle phases with a single cyclin-CDK fusion,
the authors used an engineered inhibitor of the
CDK. They found that different inhibitor concentrations were required for impairment, depending
on the stage of the cell cycle. For instance, more
inhibitor was required to delay the G2/M phase
progression than the G1/M. This suggested that
different checkpoints in the cell cycle were navigated simply by varying the concentration of active
CDK. Moreover, the cycle could be reset and controlled arbitrarily by inhibiting the cyclin-CDK fusion at different points and to different extents. The
cell cycle is one of the foundations of life; successfully replacing it with a synthetic module represents a fundamental advance in synthetic biology.
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Integrated Synthetic Circuits
Sensing cell state. Several new “plug-and-play”
synthetic devices can interface with cells as sensors (35, 36) to monitor dynamic changes in cell
state. Burrill and Silver recently created a synthetic memory circuit that can remain on for several generations after an activating event, and
they interfaced it with the natural DNA damage
response in yeast (37). Using this system, they
learned that DNA damage response was heterogeneous in the population and led to heritable
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killing of embryos that lack the Medea element
(Fig. 4B). Finally, at the population level, this gives
Medea transgenic organisms the ability to efficiently spread through a population (Fig. 4C). Although many challenges remain, this system and
others [see (39, 40)] demonstrate the power of
integrating synthetic biology approaches into the
circuitry of a complex organism.
Conclusion: Exploring the Biology
That Could Be
Synthetic biology opens up the possibility of creating circuits that would not survive in the natural
world and studying their behaviors in living cells,
expanding our notion of biology (41). The last decade has shown how even our first steps toward
building and analyzing synthetic circuits can identify fundamental biological design principles and
can produce useful new understanding. Future progress will require work across a range of synthetic
levels (Fig. 1), from rewiring to building autonomous
and integrated circuits de novo. Going forward,
we anticipate that synthetic biology will become
one of the primary tools we use to understand,
control, imagine, and create biological systems.
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Synthetic Biology Moving into the Clinic
Warren C. Ruder,* Ting Lu,* James J. Collins†
Synthetic biology is an emerging field focused on engineering biomolecular systems and cellular
capabilities for a variety of applications. Substantial progress began a little over a decade ago
with the creation of synthetic gene networks inspired by electrical engineering. Since then, the field
has designed and built increasingly complex circuits and constructs and begun to use these systems in
a variety of settings, including the clinic. These efforts include the development of synthetic biology
therapies for the treatment of infectious diseases and cancer, as well as approaches in vaccine
development, microbiome engineering, cell therapy, and regenerative medicine. Here, we highlight
advances in the biomedical application of synthetic biology and discuss the field’s clinical potential.
little over a decade ago, the development of
two engineered gene networks—a toggle
switch (1) and an oscillator (2)—set in
motion the rapid emergence of synthetic biology
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as a field. In the years following, increasingly sophisticated synthetic gene circuits have been designed and constructed. Inspired by electrical circuits
as well as natural biomolecular networks, these
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devices include timers, counters, clocks, logic processors, pattern detectors, and intercellular communication modules (3–9). These DNA-encoded
synthetic circuits are typically uploaded into cells,
with their programmable abilities allowing for the
precise control of cellular behavior and phenotype.
Meanwhile, there is a growing need for the
development of new, important medical treatments. Bacteria, for example, are becoming resistant to antibiotics faster than we can develop
effective replacements (10). Additionally, surgery
remains a common cancer treatment, and when
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pleiotropic effects in progeny. Cleverly designed
sensors like these may prove to be useful in studies of cell differentiation and decision-making,
where cells are thought to progress through a continuum of poorly understood cellular states.
Controlling multicellular development and genetic inheritance. Recent work in Drosophila has
shown that synthetic circuits can fundamentally alter
the development and life cycle of a multicellular
organism in a controlled way. Chen et al. created a
synthetic selfish genetic element, named Medea,
capable of spreading through a population (38).
The synthetic Medea element (Fig. 4A) maternally
expresses a microRNA (miRNA) that blocks expression of an essential protein normally produced
by the mother and deposited in the egg. The element
also expresses an “antidote” to this toxic miRNA,
which consists of a second copy of the gene (with
different codons) expressed by the embryo rather
than the mother. Replacing the maternally expressed
gene with its zygotically expressed Medea-based
counterpart maintained normal development in
offspring. Medea-positive mothers always express the toxic maternal miRNA. Thus, progeny
of such mothers only survive if they inherit Medea
from either or both parents—a dramatically nonMendelian inheritance pattern.
A key consequence is that Medea is capable of
invading populations. When Medea-positive flies
are introduced into a wild-type laboratory population, the Medea element rapidly takes over the
whole population (38). A similar synthetic system
in mosquitos could in principle be engineered to
carry a “cargo” gene that would diminish the ability of malarial parasites to survive in the mosquito
or to be transmitted to human hosts (Fig. 4C).
A striking aspect of the Medea system is that
it works across multiple levels: At the circuit level,
it rewires expression of a critical gene to alter the
timing and genetic source of expression (Fig. 4A).
At the developmental level, this leads to a selective

